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Summary. 

Heads Mill is the site of the ruin of a small country corn water mill near Sankyns Green, 

Shrawley, Worcestershire. Heads Mill is first mentioned in the late 14th century and 

continued in use until the 19th century when it was located on land owned by the Foley 

family, residents of nearby Witley Court.  By the 1880s, the leat was no longer in existance 

and the mill buildings had been demolished. The ‘Recapitulation’ (rent review) was to 

increase rent from tenant and to make the mill more profitable for sale to the Trustees of 

the 1st Earl Dudley who bought Witley Court from the Foley family 

The land in which the Head’s Mill is located is owned by Andrew Warington of 

Eastgrove Farm.  In April 2012 the Author approached the landowner with a view of 

investigating the ruin.  A comprehensive project plan was submitted and full permission 

was been granted for this project to proceed as per the Project Design.  The excavations 

were conducted in the summer of 2012 and were concluded by the autumn of 2012. 

Methods. 

The site was heavily overgrown with ivy truncated by a number of tree roots.  Once 

these had been removed an Initial Survey was carried out, (figure 1.), and trench positions 

determined, (figure 2).  It was proposed that four trenches be excavated. around the mill. 

Each trench was excavated by hand in spits down to the base of the archaeology.  The 

report is divided into a number of sections: 

List of Sections:

Section 0 - Introduction. 

Section 1 – History of Heads Mill. 

Section 2 – Geotechnical investigation of mill leat. 

Section 3 – Gudgeon Piece. 

Section 4 – Clay pipes from Heads Mill. 

Section 5 – Design of Pentrough. 

Section 6 – Auger survay of water wheel discharge. 

Section 7 – Worcester City Trade Token found in Wheel Pit. 

Section 8 – Stone fragment found in waterwheel pi. 

Section 9 – Water Control. 

Section 10 – Trench Plans.  
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Fabric of the mill structure. 

The mill had always been a small free standing corn mill, probably about 15 feet square 

in plan.  It was never been a residence for a miller and as a consequence CBM finds are 

difficult to come-by.  Once the undergrowth and ivy had been removed the true fabric of 

the mill was revealed. 

Plate 1. Mill site at start of excavation. 
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Plate 2. Quarry back face. 

Plate 3. Foley renovation facing bricks over medieval structure of the mill. 
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Plate 4. Layout of Foley brickwork. 

Plate 5. Medieval blockwork below Overflow Culvert. 
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Plate 6. Entrance to Waterwheel Culvert. 
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Plate 7. Overflow Culvert with medieval blocks and Foley brick infill. 

Plate 8. Medieval stonework inside Overflow Culvert. 
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Plate 9. Medieval block work on Wheel Pit back wall of Wheel Pit showing 

charcteristic medieval diagonal tooling marks. 

Plate 10. Waterwheel pit partly excavated. 
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Plate 11. Brickwork on south wall of leat near Discharge culvert. 

Plate 12. Medieval block work on south wall of Wheel Pit. 
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Section 1. 

History of Heads Mill, Shrawley, Worcestershire. 

By R.D. Sproat©June 2017 

This report presents the results of historical archive research into the former Heads Mill near 

Sankyns Green, Worcestershire.  The aim is to gather as much historical information that is 

available in Record Offices and others to complete a history of the mill.   

Heads Mill is recorded in the late 14th century and continued in use until the 19th century when 

it was located on land owned by the Foley family, residents of the nearby Witley Court. By the 

1880s, the leat was no longer in existance, nor were the mill buildings.  

The first mention of Heads Mill in the medieval period is in 1398.  Afterwards the mill had several 

names including Heddsull and Yeadsmill: 

Thome Wheler & Alicie lux .... molendinu vocat Hedesmulle 

Shrawley Court Rolls 22 Ric ij = 1398 

(there is also a reference to a Johnes Myles, the previous miller who had died.) 

  And: 12 Hen IV = 1410 "Thomas Wheler molend de Hedesmill" 

In the 19th century Heads Mill was on the vast estates of the Foleys who owned Witley Court. 

This was a difficult financial time for the Foleys as the 6th Lord Foley spent most of his time in 

London giving lavish parties and was an extravagant and compulsive gambler.  He greatly 

depleted the family fortune and was disinherited by his father to save what little money was left. 

He died in 1793, aged 51 years.

Reference to the water mill can to be found in the ‘Recapitulation’, (Lord Foley Estate rent 

review) of 1793. There it is quoted as a mention as part of the review of Little Witley Farm (later 

White House Farm) in an addition to the accounts as being: 

An Overshot Water Grist Mill  

Brick and Tile – No House, but 

a stable, Hovel & Pig Sty, and a 

small Garden, situated in Shrawley 

Parish, with three Pieces of Land  

    1 acre 2 roods 14 perches.   Worth yearly £10  
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Location of Heads Mill 

Figure  1: Estate map of Shrawley Parish dated c.1793.  Shows the mill and two other 

buildings, (see above Stable, Hovel & Pig Sty). 

The mill was still in use in 1794 when the miller, Thomas Smith, was killed when his clothing 

became caught in the mill machinery,  

London Chronicle (London, England), November 29, 1794 - December 2, 1794; Issue 

5983. 

19th Century British Library Newspapers: Part II

News. 

Last week a melancholy accident happened to Mr Smith, at Shrawley Mill, in 

Worcestershire; while at work in the mill, one of the wheels caught in a smock frock he 

had on, and drew him in, by which means the unfortunate man lost his life. 

Despite the tragedy, the mill must have continued in use until at least 1841 when there is a 

mentioned in the 1840-1 Bentley’s Directory Trade Directory: 

John Goodwin, miller, East Grove Mill. 
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In 1837, Thomas Foley the 7th Lord sold all the Witley lands and Witley Court to the value of 

£890,000 to the trustees of the estate of Lord Ward, who later became the 1st Earl of Dudley.  A 

second valuation was made. The tithe map of 1840 shows that the mill was valued at a land 

value of only 4 perches.   

Supply of water to the mill 

The feed of water to the mill was from the Shrawley Brook. This stream in normal conditions is 

a gently flowing water course.  To keep an adequate flow of water to the mill the brook had been 

redirected along the leat to the mill with an additional supply of water from a spring to the north 

from ponds near Dingle Farm (Figure 2). There does not appear to have been any mill ponds 

along the leat. 

Decline of the Mill 

By the year 1884, although some of the mill buildings were possibly still standing, the leat itself 

had disappeared. Observations of the landscape in the area where the Dingle and Broomy Bank 

waters meet the leat appear to show that there was in the past a great deal of soil erosion. A 

deep ravine is evident along the Broomy Bank stream showing that sometime between the 

1840s and 1884 a great cloudburst of water passed down the gully and swept away this section 

of the leat effectively destroying the power source to the mill. The ramp of debris on the north 

side of the mill building testifies to the vast quantity of material that must have flowed down the 

leat during this deluge. The water would have flowed down the leat and destroying what was left 

of the mill buildings.   

The Ordinance Survey map of 1884 shows that by then the mill house had been 

dismantled, and remnants of the sandstone blocks can still be seen today built as garden stone 

walling about East Grove Farm. 
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Water course from Dingle                                                                                                              

and Broomy Bank                             Heads Mill 

         Medieval roadway to mill 

Figure 2: Extract from the Ordnance Survey map, 1884 (after the mill leat, and mill itself 

had disappeared.  The wheel pit was still visible.) 

Discussion 

The 1840 Tithe map apportionment lists John Pickernell as tenant to Lord Ward. Pickernell would 

have employed John Goodwin as his miller as and when required.  The Pickernells were the 

principal tenant farmers to Lord Foley, and later Lord Ward, (who became the 1st Earl of Dudley), 

of Witley Court.  They farmed a large area in Little Witley and fields in the north west of the 

neighbouring parish of Shrawley.  The Pickernells were the principal tenant farmers at Little 

Witley and Shrawley in the 1840s.. 

There is still to this day a medieval trackway cut into the side of the bedrock leading from 

Eastgrove Farm down to the mill.  On the opposite side there is a pathway leading westward 
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from the mill towards Whitehouse (Little Witley) Farm where Thomas Pickernell lived. This 

shows that this small country corn mill milled grain from the two parishes till about the mid of the 

1800s when the corn would have been more efficiently milled at the later modern Holt Mill further 

downstream on the Shrawley Brook. 

References: 

From the PRATTINTON COLLECTION
Shrawley Court Rolls 
Page 5/5 22 Ricij = 1398/9  

Ad home curiam dns concepsit Thome Wheler & Alicie lux sice unie molendinu vocat 
Hedesmull cie suis ptin cu accidt post decessa Johnne Mylys qui tenet ad terrn vite sue - 
Tenend as term vite co?? Redd & faciend procet idem Johnes nunc facet - th sus....bunt th 
sumptib co... ppries ?? & dat dn de fine x   
Hornaz p s qd Johnes Myles qui re unit mis cu molendino voc hedesmull cu btin obit unde 
accidt Dno de hutt 1 bovic p’ter vis viiid & dicu mes cu ..... ...dino & s ptin .... Thome Wheeler & 
Alic lux sue ad Form vite coq ....... Cum ...sion eisdm fact as prsta cur. 

At this court the lord/master/judge handed over to Thomas Wheler and his wife Alicie one 

mill called Hedesmull for their own use which happened after the death of John Mylys 

who held it for the length of his life It is to be held for the length of their lives. It should 

be returned and the same thing done as is being done now with John. They will receive 

it for their own use ….. and the lord/master/judge gives it due to a fine ?? or without 

limit??  ?  John Myles who …..with a mill called Hedesmull died with ….?  Hence it falls 

due to the lord/master/judge on account of this from the inspections made and declared 

one oxen .?  for Thomas Wheeler and Alice his wife for their lives… With the same terms 

as were given previously 

Page 6/6 12 Hen IV = 1410/11 

Qd Thomas Wheler molend de Hedesmille opit excess Hedon ..... Non nett Johem Blount chi 
as fayend Dno fdit p ven q deco ten Elen ffoucher s redd fear Will pucher concep John 
Ffoucher ad natale Dni Dnu concepsit & vendidit Johi Brewer unu Valethi vose 

Because Thomas Wheler has left from Hedesmille …  Not ??? John Blount ? to whom ? 

by the lord/master/judge ? sold ? Elen  

Ffoucher ? handed over to ?  John Ffoucher handed it over to his son ? With the 

judge/lord/master’s ? permission? and sold it to John Brewer for one ? 

Page 7/11 36 Hen VI = 1457/8 

Thomas Severne surs:rud un molendum Aqual voc Hedesmill heriot 1 vos p’c vis viiijd & cepit 
en Marrg ux & vita con  sion xd 

Thomas Severne ??/: ??? a water mill called Hedesmill one heriot ?  and took with 
Margaret his wife and for life ? 
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Page 11/15 8 Edw IV = 1468/9  
Reverse  

Hedesmill conces Thome & Alic Wheler posh decess ....... Myles fin xs xviij April --     colm 
Walk’o seull milet Sen nob Dni Rici  
Com Warr  Sma xx  ii  od 

Hedesmill was granted to Thomas and Alice Wheler after the death of …Myles 18 April 

Page 12/16 4 Ed VI = 1550/1 

Willmus Rondell he? Molend a Malt Mill & cupit loln excess 

William Rondell ? The mill at Malt Mill and wishes ? with his demise 

Victoria County History for Worcestershire: SHRAWLEY
Reference occurs to a water-mill called Hedemylle in 1398–9 (fn. 49)  and in 15th and 16th-
century court rolls. (fn. 50), there are no mills existing in the parish at the present day. 
49. Prattinton Coll. (Soc. Antiq.). 
50. Ibid. 

From Shrawley Project
HEADS  MILL - YEADS MYLL - HEADSTONE - HEDDSMULL - (EASTGROVE?) 
BA 91/92 1389  Bailiffs account leased for 12s 1d  a water mill                
BA 7335/20 1548 John Aston (Yeads Myll and Gilbarts)  
BA 7335/20 1650 Thomas Stone (Heade Myll and Gylberts) rent for both 17s  7d  
BA 7335/20 (9) 1584 Walter Blunt Esq. Asgares? Eastgrove with Heads Mill Esgroves? 

Quarter Sessions. Sessions Papers. Epiphany 1816. Packet 622. Miscellaneous.  

68 - 71 Diversion of bridleway, Shrawley
622/68 

Worcestershire 

We Reginald Pyndar and Edward Winington Ingram, Clerks, two of His Majestys Justices of the Peace 

for the said County at a Special Sessions held at the Hundred House Inn, Great Witley, in the Hundred 

of Doddingtree in the said County on the twenty third day of February 

One thousand eight hundred and sixteen having upon view found that a certain part of a Public Bridle 

Way within the Parish of Shrawley in the said Hundred lying between the Lands of Thomas Pickernell 

leading from Sankins Green ----------- to Heads Mill -------- of the length of Five hundred and ninety 

four yards or thereabouts and particularly described in the plan hereunto annexed [now missing] may be 

diverted and turned so as to make the same more commodious and convenient to the Public and having 

viewed the course proposed and formed for the ‘new road’ in Lieu of the old one through the Lands and 

Grounds of the said Thomas Pickernell situate in the Parish of Shrawley aforesaid, the new Road 

proposed in lieu of the old one or present Road being of the length of Seven hundred and thirteen yards 

or thereabouts; and having received Evidence of the Consent of the said Thomas Pickernell to the said 

new Bridle Way being made through his Lands by writing under his Hand and Seal we do hereby order 

that the said Bridle Way be diverted and turned through the Lands aforesaid and that the same Bridle 
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Way or Road shall for ever hereafter be and remain a Public Bridle Road and be Kept in Repair by the 

Inhabitants of the Parish of Shrawley aforesaid in which Parish the same lies, And we do hereby as far 

as we can or may order and  

Direct that the old Bridle Road or Way or part of Bridle Road  or Way in lieu of which  the said New 

Bridle Road or Way is proposed ... be ..... as aforesaid shall for or henceforth for ever hereafter be and 

Remain the Property of the said Thomas Pickernell his Heirs and assignes in lieu of the Land given by 

him for making the said New Bridle Road or way. Given under our Hands and Seals the day and year 

above written 

       Reginald Pyndar 

London Chronicle (London, England), November 29, 1794 - December 2, 1794; Issue 5983. 
19th Century British Library Newspapers: Part II
News. 
Last week a melancholy accident happened to Mr Smith, at Shrawley Mill, in Worcestershire; 
while at work in the mill, one of the wheels caught in a smock frock he had on, and drew him 
in, by which means the unfortunate man lost his life. 

Berrow’s Worcester Journal November 13 1794 Page 3
Last week a melancholy accident happened to Mr Smith, at Shrawley Mill, in this county. While 
at work in the mill, one of the wheels caught a smock frock which he had on, and drew him in, 
by which means the unfortunate man lost his life. 
Berrow not on 18th century site

Worcester Herald Saturday November 15th 1794 Page 2
Last Monday, the following melancholy accident happened to Mr Smith at Shrawley Mill, in this 
county: - while at work in the mill, one of the wheels caught a smock frock he had on, and drew 
him in, by which means he unfortunately lost his life. 

Berrow's Worcester Journal (Worcester, England), Saturday, November 10, 1894; pg. 4; 
Issue 10491. 19th Century British Library Newspapers: Part II
A Hundred Years Ago. 
From Berrow’s Worcester Journal November 13 1794 
Last week a melancholy accident happened to Mr Smith, at Shrawley Mill, in this county. While 
at work in the mill, one of the wheels caught a smock frock which he had on, and drew him in, 
by which means the unfortunate man lost his life. 

SHRAWLEY PARISH REGISTERS 
Burials 1794 
Thomas Smith buried October 30th 1794 

Burials 1786 
Amelia wife of Thomas Smith buried November 17th 1786

SHRAWLEY MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS 
To the Memory of Thomas SMITH/Who died ......... 1794 aged 60/To the Memory of 
Amelie/Second wife of Thomas SMITH 
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ADMINISTRATION 
Admon of the Goods of Thomas Smith late of Shrawley Widower deced 
17 November 1794 
Edward Smith of the Chapelry of Mitton, Builder and John Daughty of St Helens in the City of 
Worcester, Victualler 
Edward Smith, Brother one of the next of kin ..... Thomas Smith late of Shrawley 
Thomas Smith late of the Parish of Shrawley, Widower, died intestate 
Personal Estate of deceased did not amount to Three Hundred Pounds. 

In the late 1700s to early 1800s the Eastgrove Estate was in the hands of the Severne 

family.  In January 1804 Mr Phillips, the Lord of the manor of Shrawley, wrongfully claimed Heriot 

from Francis Severne on the death of his cousin Bridget Severne.  It is not known if he ever got 

her money back! 

Worcester Record Office – ref: B.A. 7335/107/iv23 
Sir, 

In October 1803 my Cousin Bridget Severn died leaving me by Will the Estate of 

Eastgrove in the Parish of Shrawley.  On the 28 January 1804 Mr. Cook your Gamekeeper 

demanded a Heriot for that Estate £7. 7. 0.  Though I doubted whether it was due, I paid it to 

him with the promise that it should be returned to me again if it were not due.  Upon inquiring I 

find that it is not due from that Estate as Mr. Wheeler of Winterfold positively affirms.  I have 

applied several times to Mr. Cook for the repayment and by his direction I met your Steward 

Mr Norbury at Shrawley Court last summer.  He said that you had been too much employed to 

attend to it, and they both, if I understand right, spoke of it, as a business that had come 

before you.  Having to deal with you I am sure of the money, as if it were in my own hands, 

therefore I have no apprehensions about it, but I must say that it will be particularly 

acceptable to me at this time.  I am Sir with respectful compliments to Mrs. Phillips.  

   Your obedient humble Servant       

 Francis Severne       Abberley 24 June 1806. 

Worcester Record Office – ref: B.A. 7335/107/ N:23
Sir, 

 I have received the favour of both your letters, and I am sorry for the trouble I 

have given you, but yet I have doubts about Eastgrove being Heriotable.  If Mr. Norbury will 

have the goodness to speak to Mr. Wheeler upon the subject, they will understand each other 

in a few words, when he happens to meet him.  The mistake may arrive from another Estate 

upon which there is a corn mill, formally in my family, of the same name as I think.  I have no 

apprehensions but what justice will be done me for when you have received full information, 

you will judge truly upon the subject, and I know your inclination will be to determine what is 

right.  I am, Sir, with thanks for the honble you to be.       

   Your obedient humble Servant      

 Francis Severne       Abberley 25 July 1806. 
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SHRAWLEY TITHE MAP 1840.

Section located along the Shrawley Brook between Hillhampton and East Grove 

Tithe Map Apportionment 1840. 

Heads Mill 

Figure 3: Extract from the Tithe Map, 1840.  The mill is indicated at item 160, note the 

stable and pig sty appear to have gone, showing the mill was in decline by 1840. 

Number    Landowner       Occupier Name & description      State of cultivation    Quantities in on plan 
           of Lands and premises
           Statute measure 

Acres Rods Perches 
138 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Ham Orchard  Pasture 03 00 02 

139 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Birchen Leasoe Pasture 06 03 04 

151 Thomas Pickernell  Himself The Four Acres Pasture 06 00 01 

152 Thomas Pickernell  Himself The Close  Pasture 02 00 03 

153 Thomas Pickernell  Himself The Paddock  Pasture 01 02 00 

154 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Paddock Orchard Pasture 01 02 27 

155 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Rickyard  Pasture 00 02 10 

156 Thomas Pickernell  Himself East Grove House, Buildings, 02 00 35 

      Yard, Pleasure Grounds etc 

157 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Shed Plantation & Pool  00 01 00 

158  Thomas Pickernell  Himself  Plantation   Wood  00 02 00 

159  Thomas Pickernell  Himself  Garden    00 03 16 
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160 The Right Honble  John   Mill      00 00 04  

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

161  Thomas Pickernell  Himself  Mill Field   Arable   04 01 15 

162 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Coppice Orchard Pasture 04 03 10 

163 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Mowing Meadow Pasture 03 01 30 

164 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Rick Leasow  Arable  05 03 16 

169 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Cow Pasture  Pasture 04 00 02 

170 Thomas Pickernell  Himself House, Farm Buildings,  00 02 21 

      Garden etc 

171 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Ham Orchard  Pasture 02 00 00 

172 Thomas Pickernell  Himself  Wood    Wood  01 00 30 

173  The Right Honble  Thomas  Dingle Bank   Pasture 03 01 11 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

174  The Right Honble Thomas  Plantation   Wood  00 03 07 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

175  The Right Honble  Thomas  Hither Dingle   Arable  10 01 37 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

176 The Right Honble  Thomas  Plantation  Wood   01  03  39 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

177 The Right Honble  Thomas  Old Well Orchard Arable  10 02 30 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

187 The Right Honble  Thomas  Well Orchard  Pasture 06 02 37  

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

188  The Right Honble  Thomas  Field    Arable  11 00 04 

 William Lord Ward Pickernell 

189  The Right Honble  Thomas  Hinions   Pasture 02 02 36 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

190  The Right Honble  Thomas  Field    Arable  05 00 19 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

191  The Right Honble  Thomas The Leys   Pasture 01 01 08 

 William Lord Ward Pickernell  

193 The Right Honble  Thomas  Fish Pool Close Pasture 17 00 24  

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell 

486 Thomas Pickernell  Himself Coppice  Wood  02 01 20 

494  The Right Honble  John  Potato Ground    00 03 30 

 William Lord Ward  Pickernell and Osier Bed 
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Section 2. 

Heads Mill, Geotechnical Investigation of the Mill Leat. 

By R.R.Gillespie©2017. 

Location of Survey.

Grid Ref SO  79526 64093 

Three types of soil auger were available for the survey: 

1] Gouge auger for manually driving down vertically into humus, soft soil, marshy ground,      

etc. and twisting to extract a sample core; 30mm diameter. 

2] Screw auger for drilling down into gravelly and stony soils; 40mm diameter. 

3] Clay auger for extracting clay and other types of sticky soils; 62mm outside dimension. 
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 Three test holes were bored 1 metre laterally across the leat and 2 metres parallel to 

the mill pentrough back wall.  Results for each hole are shown below. 

Bore hole no.1.
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Bore hole no.2. 

Bore hole no.3. 
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Combination of Results. 
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Conclusion. 

From the bored soil sample it can be seen how the bedrock profile changes. The 

Heads Mill leat has been excavated out of the hill slope.  This represents creep of sandy 

material from the bank to the north of the site.   

                       FORMER HILL SLOPE 

                          WALL

Excavated Section of Leat

The underlying eroded rock slope is not the smooth line drawn, but probably rather 

eroded and jagged but smoothed off by solifluction debris and soil from above and it is likely 

to have been quarried out to make the cut which would have provided building stone. The 

quarry face to the northern side shows that better quality stone was available lower down, 

further up it was thinly bedded and might represent a facies change from The Finstall 

Member, (formerly the Building Stones Member) to the higher up the succession Burcot 

Member. However there is some view of the way in which the leat was constructed along 

the hill slope.  

 A distant test pit beyond the boundary fence showed the soil to be very clay rich and 

would have provided an adequate seal for the channel. Further East the building 

construction foundation and back fill was the pond boundary seal. There is some variation 

of a few centimetres in the pond floor level but nothing very important in terms of use.  It is 

interesting to note that the present soil level in the pond with the approximate 10cms cover 

of organic debris above the silt may represent the former water level in the mill pond and 

there is no definite alteration in the soil profile that speaks for any different impression. In 

other words the pond contained water for a longer period and silted up completely before 

the Mill was finally dismantled.  

Note: 

Solifluction: Solifluction is a collective name for gradual mass wasting slope processes 

related to freeze-thaw activity and slow waste movements in saturation with water. 
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Section 3. 

Gudgeon Piece, Heads Mill, Shrawley, Worcestershire. 

Plate 1. Gudgeon Piece found in water wheel pit, (Trench 1). 

By 2019 © R.D. Sproat.     

Location

Grid Ref SO  79526 64093 

Introduction 

The gudgeon piece was found at the bottom of the water wheel pit. It had lain there since 

the mill was demolished between the time of John Goodwin, miller in 1840, and when the 

mill house was not shown on the 1884 Ordinance Survey map. 
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Plate 2. Water wheel pit where the gudgeon was found.  Looking east towards the 

discharge culvert under the footpath where the water would have flowed back into 

Shrawley Brook.  The remains of the mill are on the left hand side.

A gudgeon is a means of attaching a shaft to the end of a wooden axle or beam, which 

locates it in a thrust or journal bearing. 

Fig 1.  Sketch of a typical Windmill Sail Shaft Gudgeon 
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Construction of the Heads Mill Gudgeon

The Gudgeon was found to have been made in two parts: 

1] A cruciform shaped cast iron casting. 

2] An iron shaft press fitted into a bored out central hole in the casting. 

The end of the shaft was first tapered, usually by about 5° to the centre line.  Then the end 

of the shaft was bored out to march the centre diameter of the gudgeon and two slots cut in 

the end of the shaft at 90° to match the cruciform of the casting.  The gudgeon was pressed 

in to the end of the shaft and iron wedges hammered in to give a tight fit.  Finally strong iron 

hoops or straps were shrunk on over the tapered end of the shaft to secure everything in 

place.  

Fig 2.  Detail of Gudgeon Piece found at Heads Mill 
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During the course of the 

excavation an iron wedge, (see 

Figure 3), was found in the wheel 

pit.  Figure 4 shows how the 

gudgeon would have been 

located in position.

Fig 3.  Iron Wedge found in 

wheel pit at Heads Mill. 

Fig 4.  Arrangement of shaft with bridging box 
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Discussion 

In 1793, (a year before Thomas Smith, miller, was killed by having his smock caught 

in the gearing), Heads Mill was with its overshot wheel working as a Grist Mill for animal 

feed.  Together with a stable, Hovel & Pig Sty, and a small Garden, was for its time a fully 

modern working water mill.  The gudgeon piece shows that it was up-to-date with regards 

the machinery.  However in 1840 reduced rents to the landlord, (Earl of Dudley), indicates 

that this small mill was no longer viable, being replaced by two much larger mills on the 

Shrawley Brook, Holt Mill, and Hollingshead Mill further downstream  

With regards to the piece itself, the domed end of the shaft shows that it sat vertically in a 

thrust bearing, so would have been the Main Shaft to the mill. An important factor is that the 

size of a gudgeon gives the indication of the size of the mill itself.  The small size of the piece 

found at Heads Mill compared to most country corn mills with tandem mill stone set indicates 

that this mill may only have had one set of mill stones.  As the mill only served one or two 

neighbouring farms it is doubtful that it worked more than a few weeks in the year when the 

harvest was brought in.  The table below compares the shaft size to two existing water mills 

in the area. Another factor is that wooden Great Spur Wheels were much heavier than Cast 

Iron spur wheels. 

Water Mill Gudgeon Shaft 

Size 

No. of mill 

stone sets 

Great Spur Wheel 

Construction 

Shelsley Walsh Corn Mill 76 mm dia. two Wood 

Knowles Mill Corn Mill 65 mm dia. two Cast Iron 

Heads Mill Grist Mill 60 mm dia. one? Wood 

Plate 3. A typical arrangement of a Vertical Shaft with Bridging Box, (Shelsley Walsh 

Corn Mill, Stone Nut Shaft).
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From the cartographer’s map of c. 1793, (and allowing for some ‘cartographer’s 

license’), the mill footprint still appears small. On the ground the mill building wall 

impressions measures only about 5 x 5 metres square in floor plan. 

Heads Mill 

Figure 5: Estate map of Shrawley Parish dated c.1793.

As this iron piece was embedded inside the main shaft of the mill gearing it would 

have been overlooked by mill dismantlers, and so remained in the wheel pit long after the 

timber of the Main Shaft had rotted away. 

Appendix 1 

Theory of Main Shaft Thrust Bearing stresses 

The vertical thrust bearing supports the main shaft and assemblage of the wallower gear, 

main spur wheel, and hoist drive wheel.  The shaft can be identified as a thrust bearing by 

the characteristic spherical end to the piece.   

Bearing stress is the intensity of loading and is measured in terms of load per unit 

area.  The effective supporting area provided by the bearing is called the projected area.  

The weight of the shaft is given, in Imperial measurements, by W lbf (pounds force).  Thus 

the bearing stress is given by the expression:  

Bearing stress = Load / Projected Area =   W / (π x d² / 4)  
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                        = 4 W / (π x d²) lbf/in.² 

The main shaft thrust bearing at the Heads Mill had a shaft diameter of 60 millimetres, (2 ⅜
inches).  Using the above formula this equates to a factor of stress:  

Bearing stress = W / ((3.142 x 2.375 x 2.375) / 4) = W / 4.4307 

   = Weight of Main Shaft assemblage x 0.2257 lbf/in.² 

Acceptable Bearing Pressures 

The bearing pad would have been made of bronze. The following table gives the acceptable 

bearing pressures for steel rubbing on bronze: 

Material Acceptable stress  

(MPa)

Acceptable stress  

(lbf/in.²)

Lead Bronze 20-30 MPa 2900-4350 lbf/in² 

Tin Bronze 

(Gunmetal) 

Up to 35 MPa Up to 5100 lbf/in.² 

1 MPa (megapascal) = 145.04 lbf/in.² 

1 ton (UK) = 2240 lbs. 

Therefore for the Heads Mill vertical shaft bearing at 2 ⅜ inches diameter  

= 2240 x 0.2257 = 506 lbf/in.² per ton force 

From the above calculations and using a bronze pad in the bearing the acceptable rating for 

this type of bearing would be 5.7 – 8.5 tons force. 

Factor of Safety 

When designing machinery it is normal practice to include a Factor of Safety (FoS) in the 

calculations.  Mill design is not an exact science and each mill would present its own 

parameters.  When constructing the mill one would have expected the millwright to have  

worked to a FoS ratio of about 2 ½ to 3:1. 
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Estimated weight of Main Shaft Assemblage 

If the main shaft was constructed of English Oak with 10% moisture content and say 

dimensions of 0,5 x 0,5 x 8 metres long, then the estimated weight of Main Shaft 

Assemblage for a small country corn mill is as follows: 

Main Shaft …………………………………………………………1.5 Tons. 

Great Spur Wheel ……………………………………………….. 0.5 Tons. 

Wallower Gear, Sack Hoist Drive & any other attachments … 0.5 Tons. 

          Total.. 2.5 Tons. 

Conclusion 

So long as the bearing was adequately lubricated with grease or animal fat it could carry a 

main shaft assemblage of up to a maximum total calculated load of 8.5 tons in weight.  

Factoring in the FoS the figure of 2.5 Tons is well within the capacity of the bearing. 

Tricks of the trade 

As thrust bearings became worn the miller, to save money on having new bearings pads 

made, it was common practice to place a George III cartwheel penny inside the bearing.  

The coin would have just about sufficient alloying elements to make it a suitable bearing 

surface. 
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Clay tobacco pipes from Head’s Mill, Shrawley, Worcestershire – an 

interim report, May 2013 

Murray Andrews, Institute of Archaeology, University College London 

1. Summary

 A total of 5 fragments of clay tobacco pipe were recovered during excavations at 

Head’s Mill, Shrawley, Worcestershire, in 2012. The assemblage, while small, broadly 

suggests occupation in the mid-late 17th century, a date consistent with existing assumptions 

about the site. It is also suggestive of a moderate degree of wealth amongst those active at 

the mill. Further work is expected to yield additional evidence which may clarify questions of 

site chronology and activity. 

2. Introduction 

2.1 The site 

Head’s Mill (SO79500 64075) is located on the north bank of Shrawley Brook in the 

parish of Shrawley. A map of 1786 indicates the presence of the mill, but no earlier 

documentary references for the site had been discovered as of April 2012; it has, however, 

been suggested to date to the 17th century. 

2.2 Artefact recovery policy 

The finds recorded here were evaluated during excavations conducted at the site in 

2012. All specimens have been hand recovered, cleaned and retained in marked finds bags 

identified by project and context number.  

 3. Method of analysis 

 All finds were examined and recorded on a Microsoft Access 2007 database. They 

have been identified, quantified and dated by the author. 

4. Artefact analysis 

The assemblage consists of 5 fragments of clay tobacco pipe. 3 of these are stem 

fragments (9g) and 2 are bowls (23g) (Table 1). While no complete pipes were represented 

in the assemblage, in general all finds were reasonably well preserved. 
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Element Quantity
Total 

weight 
(g) 

Bowl 2 23

Stem 3 9

Total 5 32

Table 1: Quantification

5. Discussion 

5.1 Bowls 

2 bowl specimens were recovered in both stratified and unstratified deposits. Both 

(Figs 1 and 2) appear to be Broseley 2a and 2b variants in a fairly coarse fabric, suggesting 

dates of c.1660-1680. A stamp on the heel of the stratified example (from T1/C003) is 

possibly that of William Hughes, a pipemaker whose work is documented at Broseley 

c.1680-1720 (Higgins 1987). 

5.2 Stem fragments 

3 stem fragments were recovered from trenches 1, 3 and 5. All were made of a fairly 

coarse – possibly local – fabric, and two examples were burnished. While the sample is too 

small for meaningful comment, date estimates on the basis of stem bore holes were 

nevertheless made following Harrington (1978); two stems (from T3/C002 and T5/C003) 

suggested a date range of c.1650-1680, while the third (from T1/C003) suggested c.1750-

1800. 

5.3 Conclusions 

The small sample of clay tobacco pipes recovered from Head’s Mill largely appear to 

be Broseley products clustered in date around 1660-1680. This is reasonable confirmation of 

the suggested 17th century use of the mill. The comparatively early dates of the finds and the 

presence of burnished examples is suggestive of a moderate degree of wealth among those 

active at the mill, although further evidence would be necessary to expand on this. It is 

anticipated that future work will yield additional clay pipe fragments, which may shed more 

light on both site chronology and activity. 
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7. Figures 

Figure 1: Stratified pipe bowl from T1/C003 

Figure 2: Unstratified pipe bowl 
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Section 5. 

Heads Mill, Design of the Pentrough. 

By R.D. Sproat©June 2017 

Location of Survey

Grid Ref SO  79526 64093 

Introduction 

During the course of the excavation the wheel pit was cleaned out.  As the mill 

is situated in a remote rural location the wheel pit had not been filled in with 

domestic rubbish. At the bottom of the pit were found quantities of rotting 

timber.  The best examples were measured and drawn. 

Fig 1. Planks found in Wheel Pit. 
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Plate 1. Wood fragment withdrawn from Waterwheel pit. 

Plate 2. Wood fragment withdrawn from Waterwheel pit. 

Plate 3. Wood fragment withdrawn from Waterwheel pit. 
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Plate 4. Wood fragment withdrawn from Waterwheel pit. 

Plate 5. View looking north east through Culvert towards Waterwheel. 
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Plate 6. View looking south east through Overflow Culvert. 

Lime deposits of medieval waterwheel and wall break of 

19th century water mill 

Plate 7. View looking south at Waterwheel Pit Back Face. 
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Plate 8. Early on in the excavation the Wheel Pit was deepened revealing the 

stepped structure of the medieval Wheel Pit back wall. 

Plate 9. A selection of nails removed and recorded from the Wheel Pit, 

(Trench 4.) 
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Plate 10. Trench 4, the original medieval structure can be seen to the right.  

The back wall was cut back when Lord Foley had a narrower wheel installed. 

Construction of the Pentrough 

The wood fragments belonged to the Pentrought.  With so few ironwork fittings found 

in the bottom of the waterwheel pit it is certain that the waterwheel itself was also made of 

a wooden construction. 

  Study of the timber remains suggest that the Pentrough was made as a three part 

construction with two vertical timbers 10 inches x 4 inches x about 9 feet long, and planks 

nailed on underneath to form a channel.  Tar water-proofing would have been applied to the 

inside surfaces to form a seal.  This assemblage would then have been inserted into an 

enlargement in the culvert which had been recessed within the brick facing with pitch and 

tar bedding. 

Conclusion 

Over time the culverts from the leat appears to have had two different phases of 

construction: 

1] Medieval phase where the culverts were 3 ½ - 4 feet wide, probably dating back to 1398 

when Thomas Wheler and his wife Alice were millers. 

2] Late 18th century when the inside of the culvert to the waterwheel was faced with brick 

and the discharge slot reduced to increase the flow to the waterwheel. 
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The overflow culvert had also been refurbished at this time with brick to patch-up holes in 

the sandstone walling.  

Experience has shown with other mills that in the final days of a waterwheel’s work 

when the construction finally collapses due to wood rot and mechanical failure it gouges 

radial grooves in the wheel pit side wall.  This is the case with Heads Mill and measurements 

have shown that the wheel had a diameter of 10 feet in its final moments.  As the Pentrough 

was 670mm wide this would have been adequate to feed a 3 foot wide wheel.   

The mill was quite a small rural country corn mill, having no accommodation for the 

miller and only served the needs of local farms such as White House Farm, (Little Witley), 

and East Grove, and Dingle Farms in Shrawley.   
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Section 6. 

Auger Survey of Waterwheel Discharge, Heads Mill, 

Shrawley, Worcestershire. 

R.D.Sproat©2012  

Date of Survey – 21st November 2012 

Plate 1.  View looking south at the Waterwheel Pit with the discharge to the left. 

Location. 

Grid Ref: SO 79514 64081 

Purpose of the Survey. 

To determine if a culvert/bridge existed to direct water away from the mill waterwheel 

under the known track way from Eastgrove Farm, and if this was the “Footbridge” 

named in 19th century maps of the area. 
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The 1st edition O.S. map of 1884 indicated that a “Footbridge” existed and was located 

south of the mill with a bench mark stone, 111.3 feet O.D. on the opposite side of the 

brook.    No bridge exists there at the present time, or any footings of a bridge, so 

Shrawley Brook was probably crossed by a ford, at the position of B.M. 111.3 on the 

ordinance map, when the mill was in use.  

Heads Mill Waterwheel     Area of investigation 

Figure 1. Ordinance Survey Map dated 1884. 

By this time the leat no longer had water and the brook reverted back 

to its old course. 
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Equipment Used. 

30mm Eijkelkamp Gouge Hand Auger.  

At the time of the survey the culvert from the leat to the waterwheel had been fully 

excavated, and fragments of a wooden Pentrough found in the waterwheel pit which 

would have fed water to the overshot wheel.  The waterwheel pit, (Trench 1), had been 

partly excavated but not completed due to the excessive rainfall at that time of year.    

A series of test holes were created eastwards at 500mm intervals using the 

30mm auger. Depths were recorded from the average ground level when solid 

structures were found. The core was examined and composition of the solid material 

examined. 

Results. 

Probe Depths range from 0,4-0,5 to <1,1 metres. T1 had a depth of <1,1 metres which 

is comparable with the wheel pit depth. T2-T6 had depths of 400-500mm before solid 

was found. T7-T10 had varying and inconclusive depths probably indicating loose, 

random, or collapsed rubble. The solid on each occasion appeared to be brick 

fragments. .   

The composition of the core material in T1 was of dark silt, similar to that found in 

the wheel pit, whereas T2-T10 cores were of a light orange-red colour, and sandy in 

nature, indicating that it was soil creep or brook ingress silt. Trial holes T2-T6 indicate 

that there is a solid structure 400-500mm beneath the average ground floor surface.  

Figure 2 above gives the conclusion.  After T8 the brickwork drops away substantially 

showing that the brickwork was only used for the culvert under the trackway.  After that 

the discharge water proceeded to return to the brook in an open channel downstream. 

Extra probes were taken in this vicinity did not indicate a structural bridge.  

Remains of an existing structure point to the footbridge being a cantilever bridge with a 

central tubular column and cables to support a bridge platform.  At the time of the 

investigation a wooden bridge, in very poor state, did exist across the brook.  This would 

have been constructed in recent times. 

   Shrawley Brook was probably crossed by a ford, when the mill was in 

operation.  Before 1884, most of the brook waters proceeded along the leat so the 

brook bed would have been nearly dry and so easy access to cross. 
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Section 7. 

Heads Mill, Worcester City Trade Token Found in Wheel 

Pit. 

Sites & Monuments no. WSM 47320 

Introduction. 

The trade token was found 300mm from the back face of the Wheel Pit and 300mm 

below the silt.  It was subsequently taken to the Worcester City Museums and Art 

Gallery, Portable Finds Dept., for assessment. 

 The coin was a One Penny, 1811, ‘Worcester City and County’ copper trade 

token.  The condition was described as ‘poor’.  There are many variations of this token 

but this one was in too bad condition to actually identify which one.  The illustrations 

below are an image of how the piece would have looked when in good condition.  

Worcester City and County Copper Trade tokens 

With the exception of the years 1806 and 1807 no regal copper coins were struck from 

1799 to 1821.  The cause for this was the high price of copper, this being £105 per ton 

in 1797, but about £200 per ton by 1808.  This resulted in large quantities of copper 

coin being illegally melted down by profiteers and consequently a great shortage of 

small regal copper change. 

In the Midlands and the North, this shortage was felt especially heavily, since 

there was insufficient coin to pay the increasing industrial population.  Public agitation 

for an issue of new copper coins drew no reaction from Parliament, as a result of which 

there was a growing demand for private tokens.  By 1811 this demand was so great 

that manufacturers, (mainly in or near Birmingham), began striking tokens for factory 

owners, tradesmen, and City and County authorities all over the country. 

The Worcester City and County pennies and halfpennies were struck in 1811 to 

meet this demand locally, while the former bearing the date 1814, is also known as a 

contemporary forgery.  They are now however of great value even when in ‘fairly good’ 

condition.  

Although the Government of the day accepted the necessity of this private 

coinage for a time most of them were eventually declared illegal by Act of Parliament 

in 1817. 
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Section 8. 

Stone Fragment found in Waterwheel Pit. 
Heads Mill, Shrawley, Worcestershire. 

©R.R. Gillespie BSc 

Site Location. 

SO 79514 64081 

Location of find of Stone Fragment. 

The fragment was found within the waterwheel pit of the Mill in Trench 1, at a depth of about 

1 metre below ground level. 

Oral History. 

Oral history by a neighbouring farmer recalls that two complete millstones were seen in the 

farmyard, late 20th century, at either Eastgrove Farm or Whitehouse Farm, probably coming 

from Heads Mill, but that the present location of the millstones cannot be verified.  

Description and Geology of the Fragment. 

The piece of millstone from Heads Mill has dimensions of 6 x 2,5 x 1.4 cm. It has the 

appearance of being chipped off the top of a millstone.  One side appears to have a radial 

surface, but there is insufficient curvature to determine the diameter of the millstone. 

Plate 1. 
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Plate 2. Enlarged section of piece (scale in millimetres).  

There are numbers of voids in the matrix, which have the shape of broken fragments of 

gastropod shell.  There are also clusters of small yellow (ferrous) nodules in the matrix.  It 

has a flint like formation which is an isosmotic replacement of organic material.  Organics 

can mean shell and sponges which with surrounding decomposing material, is involved in 

the simultaneous replacement of organics with silica, (silicon dioxide), in sand material and 

chert, which is slightly water soluble. The colours of the nodules come from additions of 

various minerals during this deposition, mostly of iron salts.   

Plate 4. 

                        Broken Gastropod shells                        ferrous nodules 
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Characteristics of French Burr. 

The two photographs below are of French Burr stone in its pure state. The top photo shows 

the material against a black background and reveals the jagged nature of this sample.  As 

shown in the lower photo this piece is actually hollow so would have been useless for use 

in a stone and is, at its widest, approximately 16 cms across.  It is glassy and translucent as 

shown in the lower photo where it is bottom lit.  The interior of this piece is of white burr.  The 

physical characteristic is of a glassy and hard material with the appearance of pouring milky 

coloured molten glass into boiling water. 

Note! 

isosmotic - (used in solutions) having the same or equal osmotic pressure. 
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Section 9. 

Water Control, Heads Mill, Shrawley. 

R.D.Sproat©2019 

Shrawley Brook 

The Ordinance Survey map below shows the extent of the Shrawley Brook where it 

rises at springs on the east side of Woodbury Hill, is intercepted by pools at Witley 

Court, and empties its flow at the River Severn just north of Holt Fleet.  It is fed by a 

tributary, Eccles Brook, in Little Witley which rises on the Bank Road escarpment and 

is also fed by a copious spring at Battle Field.  
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Over time this 8 km stretch of waters has supported five or six water mills namely: 

 Witley Court Mill – corn mill 

 Little Witley Farm Mill, (Rock Cottage) – corn mill 

 Heads Mill – corn mill 

 Holt Mill – corn mill 

 Hollingshead Mill – corn mill 

Doleham Bridge Mill – Fullering Mill – mentioned in the Domesday Book. 

      Rock Cottage Mill    Heads Mill 

Figure 1. Land Tax map 1772. 

The flow of Shrawley Brook at the present day can be seen as a fairly modest. 

(Plate 1.).  When Lord Foley had Heads Mill refurbished in the late 1700s the mill leat 

was widened.  To increase the volume of water to Heads Mill the mill ponds, which 

once fed Rock Cottage Mill, was redirected down Shrawley Brook. 

To manage the flow a stone wall, (or diverter), was constructed which probably 

had a sluice gate inserted in case of excessive flow during a rain storm, (Plate 2.). 
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Plate 1. Shrawley Brook in normal present day summer flow.

Plate 2. Diverter Stonework in Shrawley Brook. 
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Diverter     Mill leat          Additional supply of water 

         from Broomy Bank 

Heads Mill 

Figure 2. Tithe Map Apportionment 1840, (see Section 1 – History).

By the year 1840 Heads Mill was no longer in operation.  The mill leat was still full of 

water but the flow had been redirected back down the old stream channel.  The 

pictures below show what remained of the culverts and sluice slots. 
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Plate 3.  The culvert leading to the Waterwheel to the left (Trench 2), the 

Overflow Culvert, (Trench 3) to the right. 

Plate 4. Entrance to Waterwheel Culvert, (Trench 2). 

(Little remains of the sluice to the Waterwheel). 
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Plate 5. Step to Overflow Culvert, (Trench 3). 

Plate 6. Overflow Trench Sluice Slot, (Trench 3). 
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Plate 7. Overflow slot Sluice Slot, (Trench 3 detail). 

Plate 8. Overflow Culvert looking south, fully cleared. 
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Plate 9. Culvert to Waterwheel, fully cleared. 

Plate 10. Overflow Culvert looking north. 
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Plate 11. Waterwheel back wall (pre-excavation of waterwheel pit). 

Plate 12. Overflow Discharge. 



Section 10. 
Trench Plans. 
Heads Mill, Shrawley, Worcestershire.  

Drawing – 01 – Trench 1 extension 
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Heads Mill, Phase II, Shrawley, Worcestershire. 

Photographs and Summary. 

R D Sproat©2020 

Location NGR: SO 79526 64093 

Introduction. 

With the success of the 2012 excavations phase II excavations were allowed to continue on 

into the spring of 2013.  The east wall of the mill house was first uncovered.  Other features 

were also found such as the remains of medieval spiral stairs from the ground floor to first 

floor in the north east corner of the mill building, and the pit wheel gear wall. 

Photographs. 

The author had other engagements so could not be present to help supervise the phase II 

excavations.  The photographs below show the extent of the work carried out in the spring 

of 2013. 

Plate 1. View looking east towards the footpath with the mill house on the left and 

the water wheel pit on the right. 
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Plate 2. View looking west towards the water wheel back wall with the mill house 

wall to the right.   

Notice the many collapsed medieval blocks which would have been brought down in the 

great deluge that destroyed the mill. The wall on the right hand side was the pit gear wheel 

back wall 

Plate 3 & 4. View looking west towards the water wheel back wall with close-up of 

the pit gear wheel back wall. 
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Plate 5. Detail of pit gear wheel back wall, with medieval stone. 

Plate 6. Detail of pit gear wheel back wall.  This wall appears to have extended to full 

length of the mill. 
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Plate 7. During the course of the investigation towards the north east of the mill 

house remains of stair case from Ground to First Floor, (Stone Floor), were found. 

Plate 8. Plan of stair case. 
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Plate 9. View looking at north east corner of detail remains of stair case. 

This feature reveals many important features of the mill. Firstly the circular back wall shows 

that in medieval times there would have been a spiral staircase in place, most probably 

made of wood. Secondly when the mill was refurbished c.1811 by Lord Foley brick was used 

extensively.  The bottom step is heavily worn and the two rows of brick behind would have 

held a vertical ladder.  If sacks of grain were brought down the track from Eastgrove Farm 

they were left at the ground floor doorway of the mill.  The miller would then have to carry 

the sacks of grain on his back up to the first floor to be milled. 

 Most corn mills were three storey buildings with the ground floor for machinery and 

the milled flour sacked up for delivery, the first floor held the mill stones, and the second 

floor held the grain in bins ready for milling.  Mills had a hoist mechanism to lift sacks of 

grain from ground to second floor.  At Heads Mill with the miller having to carry all the grain 

sacks by himself shows that Heads Mill in the Lord Foley time did not have a second floor 

with grain bins. 
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Plate 10. Trench 2 entrance to culvert to water wheel.  

I was expected that this too had a sluice gate as with the overflow.  However phase II 

investigation revealed a light duty slot which would have held a trash grill.  

Plate 11. Inside culvert to water wheel showing reduction of orifice to give more 

laminar flow of water to water wheel.  
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Plate 12. Plan view of west end of Trench 3 showing that it must have had a 

substantial sluice gate. 

Plate 13. Plan view of east end of Trench 3.
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Plate 14. View looking east at water wheel discharge culvert. 

Phase II Summary. 

What the phase II excavations did reveal is that the 19th century floor plan of the mill did not 

change from the medieval mill.  It was always a self-contained corn water mill and never 

had accommodation for a living-in miller.  The medieval structure of the mill was a well-made 

substantial building, (plates 7, 8, & 9), with large sandstone blocks  

The medieval water wheel would have been a broad undershot or possibly breast 

shot wheel.  This continued through the ages till Lord Foley’s extensive renovations in brick.  

The water wheel was halved in width and the water wheel pit narrowed accordingly 

(plate14). The trade token find was of great significance (see Section 7) as it places Lord 

Foley’s renovations to 1811.  It was found deep in the silt of the water wheel pit so must 

have fell from the pocket of a bricklayer who was building the construction to the new water 

wheel pit and before the new water wheel had been installed. 

The mill’s demise was caused by the great deluge which swept water down the leat 

with a great volume of silt which washed down the east side of the mill causing the wash 

down slope seen today.  The mill would have been completely destroyed as seen by the 

tumble of medieval sandstone blocks, (plate 2).  Such was the destruction these blocks 

were not recovered when the rest of the fabric of the mill was removed by the landowner 

after the mill became derelict.     
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Heads Mill, Footbridge, Shrawley, Worcestershire. 

R D Sproat©2020 

Location: NGR: SO 79526 64093 

The first mention of a foot bridge is in the Ordinance Survey map of 1884 which must 

have preceded the present structure.  It connected the parishes of Shrawley and Little 

Witley across the Shrawley Brook.  The pathway led from Eastgrove Farm to 

Whitehouse Farm and Hurst Farm in Little Witley. 

The footbridge appears to be free standing, i.e. not attached to any foundation.  

At either end there are panels, presumably to stop animals from migrating from one 

side of the brook to the other.  

Plate 1. View looking south in 2012 towards Shrawley Brook and the footbridge 

before the excavations were started.  The water wheel back face of the mill can 

be seen on the right hand side 

On the west side of the bridge, on the Shrawley side, a rolled steel column had 

been driven vertically into the bank of the brook. There may have been another one 

on the opposite side but was not found.  Fixing points on the bridge suggest that it was 

a wooden decking for a steel wire rope cantilever bridge.  At some point in time the 

steelwork had been removed and the decking lay where it rested.   


